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Abstract. The use of open technologies and standards have made easier
the integration of Web services into end-applications. These interoperable
services have been organized on distributed architectures over Internet
in accordance with shared functional principles. But these Web-service
architectures have not resolved the distributed computing diﬃculty in
”gluing together” multiple and independent Web services. The approach
is based on Java technology and Internet standard protocols and data
formats for resolving coordination problems among Web services. Interaction models based on distributed events over HTTP are supported
for providing the required coordination functionality. Cooperation problems and their solutions have been studied in the prototypical context of
Location-Based Services.
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1

Introduction

Nowadays nobody doubts the Internet has become the most important global
network infrastructure. Many companies are enclosing as software services their
traditional computing tasks or introducing new tasks to connect them to Internet
at a rapid pace searching new promising opportunities. However, this growth
of services over the network has been faster than the formal eﬀorts to agree
on service-oriented architectures [6] and to identify the necessary support for
enabling these distributed services to work together harmoniously [16].
First formal steps have progressed around the interoperability among systems (any Web service can interact with any other Web service [18]). This
way, SOAP (http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP/) has become a de facto standard
for Web-service messaging and invocation, and for solving the problems of converting data between traditional distributed platforms such as CORBA, DCOM
or EJB [19]. Additionally, many standardization initiatives have arisen in speciﬁc
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research areas for deﬁning open, ubiquitous and interoperable service interfaces,
such as the area of the Location-based Services (LBS).
LBS extend the spatial processing capabilities of the Geographic Information Services (GIS) integrating wireless communications, location data and Internet technology [25, 12]. In this context, two well-positioned organizations have
emerged as the drivers of the LBS interoperability: LIF (Location-Interoperability
Forum, http://www.locationforum.org/) and OGC (Open GIS Consortium,
http://www.opengis.org/, and its Open Location Service Initiative (OpenLS),
http://www.openls.org/). Both are promoting and deﬁning standard interfaces for a collection of wireless, Location and GIS services for providing the
required LBS functionality [2, 26, 29]. These public interfaces make easier the
integration through Internet of these distributed services into end applications
as individual computing entities, but in an isolated way, they have a very limited
functional value. Therefore, LBS context may be considered as a prototypical
technological-context where it may be evaluated the impact of the integration
of industrial web-centric standards over the development of distributed applications.
Once services and their interfaces have been described, the next step is to
arise the necessity of establishing an organization for supporting their use, interactions and automated discovery. This organization must deﬁne an architecture
that provides a framework for making easier the collaborative work among the
services and the access to them [14]. Past architecture experiences such as [24,
31] could help us to deﬁne these future ones: problem in the use of the object
technology in large-scale applications when it must be combined and recombined
[23], and in building of component-based frameworks [21]. Besides, in order to integrate services implemented with diﬀerent computational models, services must
cooperate and to be ensemble over this architectural vision in an orthogonal way
to their computing tasks [8], allowing to exploit the true value of services beyond
independent computing entities.
This work presents a coordination Web-service for distributed architectures
over Internet which has been used inside the LBS context as a prototypical
domain. This support service has been implemented in Java so it could be used
independently of the hardware platform and the operating system on which it is
being executed. Internet is a distributed environment where many hardware and
software conﬁgurations can be found (http://leb.net/hzo/ioscount/data/
r.9904.txt). Therefore, Java as programming language of Web services, is the
key for achieving the required platform portability and independence. Besides, it
provides a number of built-in networking capabilities that make it easy to develop
Internet-based and Web-based applications [10]. A more detailed description of
our technological evolution towards this approach may be found in [4].
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 presents a description of services, provided by standards that constitute the LBS framework. It is shown in
a succinct way the underlying conceptual model, the hierarchical levels of functionality, and the found problems in order to orchestrate these services. Section
3 justiﬁes the adopted coordination-approach based on JavaSpaces technology
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and standards to develop web-centric solutions from XML and HTTP. Section
4 shows design and implementation details. Section 5 reviews the beneﬁts of the
proposal. Finally, future work and conclusions are presented.

2
2.1

A Web-Service Architecture for Providing LBS
Functionality
Conceptual Model of Architecture

In general, a Web-service architecture is composed by a collection of services
that are organized according to any functional aspects. An example of this kind
of distributed architectures are the LBS frameworks, which integrate GIS and
Location Services [26, 28, 32]. According to the functional aspects related to this
LBS context, a conceptual model of architecture has been deﬁned.
The proposed model is hierarchical and organized in relation to the level of
intensity of data processing involved. Three functional levels of services have
been identiﬁed:
– Data Management, which is responsible for data storage and recovery.
– Data Processing, which generates new data from raw data.
– Data Analysis, which provides high-level functionality from generated data
by the lower levels.
It is important to underline that requirements of levels are not independent
in this model. Processing level requires raw data storage, and analysis level is
built on the lower levels.
2.2

An Implementation of the Architectural Model

The presented architectural model has been the conceptual base for the development of a LBS framework whose functionality may be integrated into end
applications through Internet (see ﬁg. 1) such as ERP or CRM systems [4]. Required services are organized according to the proposed functional levels and
built according to the Web-service philosophy: their operations are provided
through a standard, published interface to ensure interoperability, and are accessible via ubiquitous Internet protocols and data formats, such as HTTP and
XML.
The Data Management level is the base of the proposed architecture. Its
services must be able of providing the necessary support for the storage and
recovery of geodata. LBS frameworks require a wide variety of geodata: georeferenced maps; location descriptors such as street addresses, roads, place names
or telephone numbers; sensor data such as immediate locations of mobile devices; or more speciﬁc data of the LBS context, such as traﬃc conditions or
road repairs. A collection of services has been implemented for fulﬁlling these
requirements. For example, basic GIS services: Web Map Server (WMS), for
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Fig. 1. LBS Web-service architecture

visualizing digital maps on the Internet as rendered raster data [3, 13]; Web Feature Server (WFS), for storing, spatial and non spatial querying and discovering
geographical features, such as the previously presented location descriptors [1];
and Web Traﬃc Server (WTS) [26], for providing traﬃc conditions of a speciﬁc
region of interest. Interfaces of these services have been developed following the
speciﬁcations proposed by the Open GIS Consortium (OGC).
Besides these GIS services, Location Services are required for communicating
with remote sensors, an example could be services for acquiring location data
from mobile devices throw wireless media to send and receive location requests
and responses. These services deﬁne their interface according to the LIF (Location Inter-operability Forum) speciﬁcation, which describes a Mobile Location
Protocol (MLP) that can be used by an Internet application to request location
information from a Location Server. As a part of this Location Services, it is
possible to integrate the Mobile Positioning Servers provided by a telecommunication operator through its Location Service Platform.
Geodata provided by these Data Management services are not usually used
in an isolated way, instead they are used by the Data Processing services for
generating more complex and elaborate data. It is interesting to have services
for combining diﬀerent kinds of geodata, such as maps and location descriptors;
for linking many location descriptors; or for calculating structured geodata, such
as ideal routes from a set of mobile-device locations.
To achieve this functionality, geospatial services have been implemented for
geodata presentation (such as, Style Layer Descriptor Server), utility (Gazetteers
and Geocoders), and determination (Route Server and Tracking Server). Details
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about them can be found in [26]. A Style Layer Descriptor Server (SLD) visualizes the result of a WFS query over a digital map returned by the WMS,
applying a visualization style speciﬁed by the service client to the displayed
geoinformation. On the other hand, the implementation of the WFS has been
utilized as the baseline for developing another geoservices [11, 4]: Gazetteers,
used to link text-based location descriptions to geographic locations; Geocoders,
used to transform a textual term or code, such as an address, place name, or
telephone number, into a geographic location; Route Server, used to calculate
ideal routes along a set of locations; and Tracking Server, used to store, query,
retrieve the latest known geographic location of mobile device.
Finally, at the higher level of the architecture, the Data Analysis level is
composed by speciﬁc application services, such as the Mobile-Resource Tracking
Service (MRTS), built on the lower-level services for integrating their functionality into end-applications through Internet. This service allows to make tracking
tasks of mobile resources with an installed location-device (such as, vehicles or
employees with a mobile phone with an integrated GPS-receptor), to visualize
their real-time positions, to plan a route and tracking it, or to generate operational reports. To provide these operations through its interface, it is necessary
that data and geoprocessing services of lower levels collaborate among them in
an adequate way as an only global system.
2.3

Problems in the real implementation

The interoperability among implemented services is guaranteed by the use of Internet protocol and data format for accessing to services’ operations, and by the
deﬁnition of these operations according to widely accepted standards (OpenGIS
and LIF speciﬁcations). Services may interoperate, making easier the integration
of services provided by diﬀerent suppliers. The need of cooperation has been already identiﬁed when the conceptual model was presented: ”the requirements of
levels are not independent”.
But the problem is more complex. The remarked interoperability guarantees
that services communicate and understand among them. However, from this
standard-based interoperability, it is also necessary to have tools for orchestrating services: deﬁning chains of services, synchronizing services and services with
applications, or building more complex communication models than HTTP. This
need becomes more apparent when the speciﬁc implementation of the proposed
model is built. For example, the Mobile-Resource Tracking Service requires that
services of lower levels collaborate among them for providing its application
functionality.
A collection of restrictions has been found in the development of the presented LBS framework that could be extrapolated to other contexts. They are
mainly related with the functional characteristics of Location Services and the
diﬃculties for communicating them with other distributed services, such as data
and geoprocessing GIS services:
1. Location Services have not persistence for storing received locations from
mobile devices. If a service requests the geographic location of a device for
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processing it, a Location Service must communicate with the remote mobiledevice for acquiring and providing it to the requester service.
2. Many location-data consumers are not simultaneously supported. Owing to
the fact that a Location Service has not persistence and its interface’s operations are invoked using the HTTP Internet protocol, the invoker service can
only receiver the requested location. If many services require the locationdata of a same device, then each one must make an independent request.
3. 3) Asynchronous responses for operations of the interface are more adequate.
A service can request an immediate location of a device or a periodic collection of them, but a Location Service does not know in advance how long
it is required for acquiring and receiving the requested location. This fact
is owing to the introduced delay by communication networks. Therefore an
asynchronous model for receiving location responses is more adequate. However, HTTP provides a synchronous requestresponse model.
4. A Location Service provides operations whose initiative comes from remote
mobile-devices and not from the service client. For example, generation of
emergency alarms or location events when a device comes into/out from a
speciﬁc geographical region. Service clients must be able to subscribe to be
notiﬁed when those alarms or events happen, instead of being continuously
requesting to the Location Service to check their occurrence through its
HTTP interface.
These restrictions show the need of a more complex communication mechanism among Web services than the one provided by the HTTP protocol: able
to store exchanged data and to support many consumers and an asynchronous
and reactive communication model. Besides, these communication requirements
involve matters of service synchronization too: services can be waiting for receiving new location data or being notiﬁed by alarms or events for doing their
task, such as to update the vehicle location or to show a new alarm on a digital
map, to track a predeﬁned route or to recalculate a tracking report. Therefore,
the particular target is to provide a high-level tool for coordinating (communicating and synchronizing) Location Services with GIS services. However, this
target will be deal with a broader perspective, trying to provide a ﬂexible tool
to coordinate any Web service over Internet.

3

Coordinating Web Services

For making possible the coordination among services in an Internet-architecture,
the proposed solution has been designed and implemented as a new supportservice to provide coordination functionality. Using this new service, distributed
services over Internet could communicate and synchronize among them. This coordination service has been built in accordance with the Web-service philosophy
for making easier its integration into open architectures: coordination functionality must be accessible via ubiquitous Internet protocols and data format, such as
HTTP and XML; its open interface must hide the implementation details of the
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service, such as the hardware or software platform on which it is implemented or
the programming language in which is written; and it must encourage a ﬂexible
and loosely-coupled interaction among Web services.
3.1

A Coordination Model for Distributed Environments

Before building the service, a coordination model for representing supported
interactions must be deﬁned. However, it is not considered the possibility of
creating a new model starting from scratch because there are some proposed solutions that can be used as starting points (the creation of a new one should be
a diﬀerent objective and involve other research areas diﬀerent from our focus). A
distributed shared memory (DSM) model for inter-process communication has
been selected. This model provides the illusion of a shared memory allowing
communicating processes to be uncoupled logically, temporally, and spatially. A
well-known DSM model is the Generative Communication [17, 7]. It is based on
a so-called blackboard that is used as a shared data space. Entities communicate by putting messages into the blackboard, which can be retrieved later by
other entities asking for a certain template message. In the model, senders do
not have any prior knowledge about receivers and vice versa. This uncoupling
is necessary in an open environment, such as Internet, because it is very important to reduce the shared knowledge between diﬀerent entities to the minimum.
Moreover, this model presents another basic advantage, entities can be replaced
or added without adapting or announcing other entities.
The Generative Communication model is based on writings into and readings
from a shared space. But it has a failure if writing and reading processes work in
a hostile and not reliable environment, such as Internet. The reading operations
are blocked if no desired message is available into the space yet. Besides, they
may involve long waits.
An event-based approach suggests the possibility of improving the collection
of operations proposed by the Communication Generative model, adding a more
reactive coordination style. Processes subscribe their interest in receiving event
notiﬁcations when other writing process insert speciﬁc messages into the shared
space, instead of being blocked until messages are received.
This communication style, which is very prevalent for distributed systems [9],
makes easier and loosely coupling communications [27]. Furthermore, this eventbased communication style allows to model asynchronous data communications,
identifying a read operation from the space as a subscription and a non-blocked
waiting for the event notiﬁcation.
3.2

Building the Coordination Service

A Java implementation of the Generative Communication model, called JavaSpaces Technology[15], has been used for building the coordination service. In
JavaSpaces a collection of processes may cooperate via the ﬂow of Java objects
into and out of one network-accessible shared space. Besides, the Jini Distributed
Event model is incorporated into JavaSpace for ﬁring events when entries that
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match templates are written into a space. It allows to react to the arrival of
entries as they are placed in a space.
The built coordination Web-service encapsulates one or more spaces implemented by JavaSpaces, and provides through its interface the proposed operations by the extended Generative Communication model. In order to coordinate
Web services through Internet, these operations are accessible through HTTP
protocol.
Distributed services cooperate among them inserting and retrieving messages
into/from the encapsulated space using the HTTP operations provided by the
coordination service interface. Exchanged messages are encoded in XML format,
and producing and consuming services must understand their content. Standards
which deﬁne how to express the exchanged data (such as the MLP proposed by
LIF that deﬁnes XML-Schemas for location, alarm or location-event data) are
used for achieving this syntactic interoperability.

4

Design and Implementation of the Coordination
Web-service

According with the ideas proposed before, a coordination web-service has been
developed. Its kernel consists of three software components (see ﬁg. 2):

Fig. 2. Software Components of the coordination kernel
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XML-Based Space Component This component has been implemented as
a Remote Method Invocation (RMI) server over the technological base of JavaSpaces. Its interface provides a collection of operations for writing XML-messages
into and reading them from an interaction space and being notiﬁed of the writing
of a new XML-message into the encapsulated space, according to the previously
model presented.
The encapsulated interaction space is a Java space provided by the JavaSpaces implementation (see ﬁg. 3). It allows storing and retrieving Java objects.
Therefore, the XML-messages must be internally stored as Java objects. A
generic object, called XMLEntry, has been deﬁned for representing an XMLmessage. This object is able to parser the XML-message and stores the information of its nodes and vice versa, restoring the original XML-message.
The main problem to solve by the use of JavaSpaces is how to specify XMLtemplate for retrieving XML-messages from the space. The matching rules of
JavaSpaces say that a template object and an inserted object can potentially
match only if (1) they are from the same class and (2) for each ﬁeld that is not
wildcards in the template object, it must have the same value as its corresponding
ﬁeld in the inserted object. These rules have been extended for working with
XML-messages: the XML-Schema is the class of an XML-message, and each node
of the message is a ﬁeld. At the present, simple Schemas are only considered. But
in the future, a subset of the XQL language speciﬁcation will be incorporated
to the matching rules for supporting more complex XML queries. XQL is a
path expression based query language proposed to the W3C query workshop
(http://www.w3.org/TandS/QL/QL98/pp/xql.html).
Java Coordination Component This Java component is the core of the
coordination service. It has two diﬀerent interfaces: Basic Coordination Interface
(BCI), which provides the collection of writing and reading operations proposed
by the Generative Communication model and encourages a cooperative style
based on blocking readings; and Reactive Coordination Interface (RCI), whose
operations allow a process advertising its interest to generate a speciﬁc type
of XML-messages, publishing the advertised XML-messages and subscribing its
interest to receive XML-messages of a speciﬁc type, encouraging a reactive style
of cooperation among processes.
When an external process invokes an operation of the interface, a proxy of the
invoker process is created inside the component for representing it (see ﬁg. 3).
External processes delegate their coordination tasks to their respective internal
proxies, which cooperate among them exchanging XML-messages through one or
more XML-based Spaces. Therefore, the coordination among external processes
happens among their internal proxies, which communicate them the cooperation
result. According to the invoked operation, a proxy expert on communication,
synchronization or reactive behaviour is created. Proxies has been implemented
as Java process able to act as clients of Java spaces for exchanging messages
with another proxies and as remote listeners that can be called by spaces when
a matching occurs.
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Proxies must be able to inform about its internal state and to push data to
respective external processes. This connection between both must be established
when the proxy is created and remained until it is destroyed. The technique used
to connect each other depends on the executing environment where is being
used the Java Coordination Component. For example, if a collection of Java
processes are cooperating through the developed coordination component and
both are running inside a same Java Virtual Machine (JVM), processes and
their respective proxies can be connected through message passing. However, in
a distributed environment, such as Internet, the HTTP streaming technique can
be used to connect them. It consists of remaining open an HTTP connection
to push fresh data from the proxy to the remote process (see ﬁg. 3). These
processes may even be simple HTML-pages able to receive JavaScript events
(for more details, http://www.pushlets.com/). In this case, exchanged data
are the XML-messages that are the result of its coordination task.

Fig. 3. Coordination Kernel Details

HTTP Coordination Component This component plays as a web-accessible
interface of the Java Coordination Component previously presented, providing
through its HTTP interface the same collection of operations. This interface
allows web-applications to cooperate independently of the hardware and soft-
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ware platform where they are running and independently of the programming
language in which they are written.
The core of this component has been implemented as a Java Servlet, a Java
program that resides and executes on a Web-Server, in this case on Apache
Server (http://www.apache.org/) using Tomcat as a servlet container
(http://jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/).

5

Benefits of the Proposed Approach

Finally, it is presented how the proposed coordination Web-service is able to
solve the identiﬁed communication problems among Location Services and other
distributed GIS services:
1. Spaces encapsulated into the coordination service are persistent and messages may be indeﬁnitely stored into it. Therefore, Location Services can use
it as a persistent repository of location data writing received locations from
the mobile devices into it.
2. Many distributed services are simultaneously able to access to the coordination service for reading a stored message, such as a location data. So, a
location that has been requested and stored into the coordination service
may be shared by many consuming services.
3. The publishing and subscribing operations provided by the coordination service’s interface support an asynchronous interaction model. It allows timeuncoupled interactions between producing and consuming processes.
4. Distributed services can be subscribed for retrieving messages instead of being making constant readings over the coordination service, being the server
who has the notiﬁcation-based initiative.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work it has been presented an architectural model for organizing Web services and an implementation of it based on standards in the context of the LBS.
Despite the lack of problems from a conceptual point of view, real restrictions
arise when distributed services must work together harmoniously. For resolving
them, it is proposed a coordination Web-service implemented using Java and
Internet technologies. The coordination functionality provided by the service is
orthogonal to the computing functionality oﬀered by the coordinated entities.
This fact keeps the independence between the computing and coordination models.
Open research issues are trying (1) to discover the real potential of the XML
language to express synchronization restrictions and work ﬂows among Web services, and (2) to add a new component that integrates thesaurus and ontologies
for supporting the semantic interoperability among Web services. The underlying idea is to extend the concept of matching rules in the way that diﬀerent
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values and XML representations will match if correspond to the same concept
[22, 30].
Finally, it is important to have a formal instrument for reasoning upon the
behaviour of coordinated distributed-services and the coordination service. From
a formal point of view, Petri nets are the most attractive formalism for modelling concurrent system that allows formal analysis, graphic representation and
the execution/simulation of the system models. In this sense, advanced software
development approaches for modelling, implementing and reasoning upon open
parallel and distributed systems are based on principles presented in this paper,
that is, concurrent object-orientation, generative communication, and Petri nets.
In [20] it is presented a Petri net formalism to provide semantics for the Objective Linda language, and modelling the internal behaviour of concurrent objects;
and in [5] it is presented transition merging as the main mechanism to represent
the interaction between concurrent objects, providing a symmetric form of communication very close to generative communication that allows the cooperation
of an arbitrary number of entities, and no direction of communication.
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